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Walkup User 
selects a stored 
scan job request 
from MFP’s 
control panel
Don’t process further. If it’s 
a skeletal scan job, send 
notification to the remote 
web scan client associated 
with the selected stored 
scan job indicating a failure 
attempt
NO
 Allow processing of 
walkup user’s selected  
operation viz. web-
scan, photocopy etc.
Does walkup user 
enter correct PIN 





Send notification with 
PIN asking for approval 
to the associated 
remote web scan 
client(s) whose 
scanned job matches 
with the scanned 
image of the physical 
doc placed on the 
MFP’s scanner bed
A PIN is created by the MFP and sent to the remote 
web-scan client device associated with the selected 
stored scan job.
Walkup user is asked to place the physical doc on the 
MFP’s scanner bed. 
MFP displays a message 
on the control panel 
asking walkup user to 
enter the PIN associated 
with selected stored 
scan job request 
Compare the remote web-
scan jobs of all connected 
Remote WebScan Clients who 
have been sent scan jobs in 
the past by the MFP, with the 
selected stored scan job (for 
non-empty) or the scanned 
image of the doc(for skeletal)
Does the scanned image of the 
document put 
on the scanner bed for skeletal job
or selected non-empty scan job, 
matches any of the previous 
scan jobs sent to any of the Remote 
Web Scan  Clients?
Send a notification to 
the remote web scan 
client to remain 
connected with the 
MFP, till it is assured of 
the security of the 
physical doc which has 
been remote web-





Display a PIN on the 
MFP’s front panel for 
accessing the stored 
scan job
Is the selected stored scan job 
skeletal i.e. empty?
YES
Are there pending remote web-scan 
jobs associated with the selected
 stored scan job
?
Does approval come from 
associated remote web scan 
client?
Don’t process further. Delete 
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